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Enke Products
KFC Roofing Supplies, in partnership with Enke, is the
exclusive distributor of Enke products in Australia.
The Enke system of products for roofing represents
the highest quality in protection against moisture
penetration. Enke products bring you a premium
level of finish with no complications and no time
wasted.
See Enke documentation for full technical details
and application procedures.

Enke Enkopur®
Enkopur® is a single-component, heavy-duty,
self-vulcanizing and weatherproof liquid plastic for
sealing flat roofs, balconies, terraces and
complicated connections. Enkopur® seals and
becomes waterproof extremely quickly, allowing
greater flexibility during challenging weather
conditions. Enkopur® can be applied on almost
every surface, including glass and bitumen.
Combine Enkopur® with Enke Polyflex®, and the
appropriate primer. For details, see
page 4 & 5.

Enke Polyflex®
Enke Polyflex® is a polyester needle
fleece used to ensure a high quality
waterproof effect. The special texture of
Enke Polyflex® creates a high quality
seal even with highly uneven substrates.
Enke Polfyflex is also available in convenient

Primers

Enkopur® generally requires the use of a
primer, whether applied on new or
weathered surfaces. Enke supplies a
range of primers, and guidance for
what primer is applicable to your job.
For details, see page 4.
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Polyflex®
Enke Polyflex® is a polyester needle fleece used to ensure a high quality seal on work involving
connections. Polyflex® complements Enkopur® to provide an optimal seal.
Always apply Polyflex®, otherwise the efficiency of the product may be compromised. When
applying Polyflex®, ensure a sufficient base coat thickness of Enkopur® to account for the
absorbency of Polyflex®. Prior to applying the top layer of Enkopur®, always ensure that all air
bubbles and unevenness is rolled out. Refer to Enke Documentation for complete instruction.

Product Types

Enke Polyflex® is available in rolls as well as several time-saving and secure prefabricated shaped parts.
These shaped shapes include internal corners, external corners, and collars. Collars come in 8, 50, 75, 100,
and 150mm sizes. See images for reference.
The use of prefabricated shapes is highly recommended to ensure a consistent seal on difficult surfaces
and increase installation efficiency.

Polyflex® Corner

Polyflex® Rolls

Polyflex® Collar

Specifications
Basis

Polyester needle fleece

Surface Weight

110g/m2

Consumption

1.1m/m2 (overlap approx. 10cm)

Delivery Form Rolls

50 metres x 10.5, 15, 20, 30, 50 or 100cm
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Enkopur®
KFC Roofing Supplies, in partnership with Enke, is the exclusive distributor of Enkopur® in Australia.
Enkopur® is a single-component, self-vulcanizing and weatherproof liquid plastic for sealing flat
roofs, balconies, terraces and complicated connections. Enkopur® is a proven and superior system, and
allows you to get the job done without downtimes and unforeseen costs.
The application process generally takes four steps:
1.

Application of primer

2.

Application of base layer of Enkopur® (2kg/m2)

3.

Application of Polyflex®, rolled into base layer

4.

Application of second layer of Enkopur® (1kg/m2)

Refer to Enke documentation for detailed instructions.

Compatible Materials
Enkopur® is compatible with a huge range of substrates including mineral substrates (concrete, ce-

Primers
Enkopur® must be used with one of the following
primers:

ment screed, masonry, plaster, natural stone), bitu-

 Enke Universal Primer 2K (Most Surfaces)

men, metal surfaces, wood composites, ceramics,

 Enke Universal Primer 933 (Most Surfaces)

glass and many plastics.

 Enke Glass Primer (Glass and Glazed Ceramic
Only)

Unlike many other products, Enkopur® is fully compatible with glass and bitumen.

Refer to Enke documentation for detailed
guidance on primer selection and application prior
to usage. Always ensure surface is completely

Specifications

clean and dry prior to application.

Basis

Polyurethane

Density

1.4g/cm3 at 20°C

Skin-forming time

Approx. 2 hours at 20°C and 60% humid

Water vapour diffusion
resistance rate μ

Approx 1550

Resistance

Resistant to seawater, saltwater, factory fumes, UV and oxygen. Organic solvents cause Enkopur® to swell and must be kept away.

Colour

Silver grey/black

Weathering

Matte after 10000 hours

Sizes

4kg/12.5kg packing drum

Consumption

Minimum 3.0kg/m2 with
additional Enke Polyflex® Insert

UV Resistance

High levels of UV Resistance
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Areas of Application
Complex & Critical Joins

Flat Roofs

Penetrations

Rising Construction Components

Sealing of Gutters

Terraces & Balconies
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Contact & Ordering
Contact
Our expert team can consult with you on any

Our Product Range
KFC Roofing Supplies stocks a complete range of

questions regarding our product lines.

roofing supplies for all projects and applications.

Address: 8 Mansfield Street Rozelle, NSW 2039

Browse our lines of downpipes to match your

Phone: (02) 9810 0915
Fax: (02) 9555 8909
Email: sales@kfcroofing.com.au

gutters here, or view our complete range of roofing tools here.
Contact us to discuss all range items, or come into
our conveniently located Rozelle showroom.

Training

Ordering

KFC Roofing offers training workshops to ensure you

To order, please contact sales and submit an order

gain the maximum benefit from your products.

form.
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